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FEAR CONFESSIONS
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Maier and Duvalier, Held ini
$7,500 Bail Each on Attempted Bribery Charges, Expected to "Squeal."
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VICE LEADERS IN MEETING

GOES 60 MILES AN HOUR

MANY NARROWLY ESCAPE

Keepers of Disreputable Resorts
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He Is
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When
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Two Williamsburg Fires,
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Engine Balks.

cendiary Origin.
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CHEESE MARKET CORNERED SUFFRAGETTES RAID MAIL
Trust Diminishes the Supply, Black and Red Fluids Used to
Obliterate Addresses.
Says Wisconsin Expert.
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CHORUS GIRLS GET BIBLES EARTHQUAKE IIM SICILY

Chicago Theatre Has One in Violent Shocks
Each Drcssing Room.
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